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Perceptual reproduction of spatial sound using
loudspeaker-signal-domain parametrization

Juha Vilkamo and Symeon Delikaris-Manias, Student Member, IEEE

Abstract—Adaptive perceptual spatial sound reproduction
techniques that employ a parametric model describing the pro-
perties of the sound field can reproduce spatial sound with high
perceptual accuracy when compared to linear techniques. On the
other hand, applying a sound-field model to control the repro-
duced sound may compromize the perceived quality of individual
channels in cases where the model does not match the sound field.
An alternative parametrization is proposed that estimates directly
the perceptually relevant parameters for the target loudspeaker
signals without modeling the sound field. At the synthesis stage,
the loudspeaker signals with the target parametric properties are
generated from the microphone signals with regularized least-
squares mixing and decorrelation. It is shown through listening
experiments that the proposed method provides on average the
overall perceived spatial sound reproduction quality of a state-of-
the-art parametric spatial sound reproduction technique, while
solving the past shortcomings related to the perceived quality of
the individual channels.

Index Terms—spatial audio reproduction, microphone array
signal processing, sound-field parametrization, least-squares mix-
ing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spatial audio acquisition and reproduction can be divided
into two main techniques: linear and parametric. In the class
of linear techniques, the loudspeaker signals are commonly
generated either as a linear combination [1]–[3] or a direct
reproduction of the microphone signals. In this class resides
also the spherical harmonic domain approach, which includes
an intermediate encoding step of transforming the micro-
phone signals into a set of spherical harmonic components,
and thereafter decoding them into loudspeaker signals [4]–
[7]. The linear techniques commonly suffer from coloration
and low-frequency amplification with respect to the original
sound field, especially for low-order systems. On the other
hand, these techniques are typically characterized by robust
single-channel quality, which is particularly relevant when the
listening position is near individual loudspeakers.

The parametric approach to spatial audio processing refers
to techniques employing time-frequency decompositions of
the audio signals and processing of the frequency band sig-
nals in terms of the channel energies and the inter-channel
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dependencies. These measures are expressed by the multi-
channel signal covariance matrix. The perceptual foundation
is that the channel energies and the interdependencies, with
the effects of the listener and the environment, turn into the
perceptually crucial inter-aural cues occurring for the listener.
Of the applications in parametric spatial audio processing in
general, the best known are the stereo and the multi-channel
audio coding techniques that parametrize the spatial aspect
of the sound while transmitting only a smaller number of
downmix channels [8]–[12]. The perceived spatial image is
reconstructed at the decoding stage by the parameter-driven
resynthesis of the original multi-channel signal covariance
matrix. The reader is referred to [13] for an extended overview
of the related techniques and the underlying principles.

The same perceptual principles have been applied also to
spatial sound reproduction using microphone arrays. A key
technique in the field is directional audio coding (DirAC) [14],
which uses, in frequency bands, a parameterization of a plane
wave and a diffuse sound field to model the sound field. At
the analysis stage, the model parameters are estimated, and at
the synthesis stage, they are applied to control the reproduced
channel energies and the interdependencies. This results in a
reconstruction of a sound field that is perceptually similar to
the original sound field. When all loudspeakers are active, at
a listening position not near to any loudspeaker, this approach
has been shown to produce an overall perceived quality of
reproduction beyond that of the linear systems using the same
microphone signals [15].

The existing issue with the sound-field parametrization is
that any mismatch between the model and the actual sound
field may bias the parameter estimation. For example, when
reproducing a sound field with two simultaneous sources using
a direct-diffuseness model, the sound energy at the instances
of the spectral overlap is leaked to the loudspeakers between
the source directions. This effect can occur in a temporally
modulated way with non-stationary signals such as speech.
Even if the effects of model mismatch may have only a small
impact in an overall perceptual sense, the perceived quality
of individual channels may yet be clearly impaired when
monitored at a close distance.

In this paper, an alternative parametrization of the sound
field is proposed that overcomes the aforementioned issues
related to the perceived quality of the individual channels
while retaining the high overall perceived quality of repro-
duction. The sound field is analyzed directly in terms of the
covariance matrix in the domain of the target loudspeaker sig-
nals, which is a parametrization analogous to that commonly
applied in multi-channel audio coding. The parametrization
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Fig. 1. Categories of spatial sound reproduction: (a) Linear techniques, (b)
parametric techniques employing a model of the sound field, and (c) the
proposed approach in which the parameters are analyzed directly in the
domain of the target loudspeaker signals. The signal mixing block may also
include intermediate encoding steps.

and the processing with the proposed method is based on
two sets of beam patterns, both designed with respect to
the target loudspeaker setup. These are the analysis beam
patterns, designed to provide a high spatial selectivity, and
the synthesis beam patterns, designed to provide a sufficient
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The beamforming weights for the
analysis are applied at the parameter estimation stage, and
the beamforming weights for the synthesis provide the actual
signals that are processed with least-squares optimized mixing
and decorrelation, as proposed in [16], to obtain the estimated
target parametric properties. In other words, the proposed
technique employs the parametric approach to combine the
high spatial selectivity of the analysis patterns and the high
signal quality of the broader patterns. The parametrization
accounts for any number of incoherent or mutually dependent
plane waves, providing fundamental robustness for varying
types of sound fields. The conceptual differences between
the proposed approach and prior spatial sound reproduction
techniques are illustrated in Fig. 1.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II provides the background on adaptive time-frequency
processing and the notation employed in the paper. In Section
III, the processing steps required by the proposed perceptual
spatial sound reproduction technique are described, including
the design of least-squares unconstrained and constrained
beamformers and the optimized technique for the parametric
processing. Section IV provides the details of a practical
implementation of the proposed method. Section V shows
the experimental arrangement and subjective evaluation, and
Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Adaptive time-frequency processing

The present study involves adaptive time-frequency pro-
cessing of multi-channel signals. For such systems, one must
ensure first that the time-frequency processing does not cause
audible spectral aliasing and, second, that the filter bank has
sufficient resolution to approximate the assumed resolution
of the human spatial hearing. One of the filter bank designs
featuring such properties is the hybrid quadrature mirror filter
(QMF) bank, applied earlier, for example, in [8], [12], [17],
and as part of the present study. The filter bank consists
of a 64-band uniform complex modulated QMF bank, and
cascaded non-downsampled filter banks at the three lowest
bands to obtain the resolution sufficient to approximate the
Bark bands [18]. Such a resolution is typically assumed to be
sufficient in a perceptual sense for spatial sound processing
techniques. The complex-modulated and double-oversampled
properties of the filter bank prevent aliasing to the neighboring
frequency bands, and a long prototype filter suppresses the
remaining aliasing components to the point of being negligible.
A detailed description of the properties of the filter bank
can be found in [19]. An efficient implementation of the
structure is discussed in [20]. As an alternative, the short-time
Fourier transform is also applicable for robust time-frequency
processing if zero-padding and appropriate regularization of
the transform-domain mixing coefficients are employed [21].
The following sections assume time-frequency transformed
signals.

B. Notation

Matrices and vectors are denoted with bold-faced symbols,
where the upper case denotes a matrix. The entries of the
vectors are expressed with the same symbols in the lower case,
appended with a subindex; for example, xi denotes the ith

element of vector x. The frequency-band signal time index is n
and the frequency-band index is k. Let us denote with xi(k, n)
the signal originating from the ith microphone of the array and
with yj(k, n) the signal produced with the jth loudspeaker. For
M microphones and L loudspeakers, the input signal vector
x(k, n) ∈ CM×1 and the output signal vector y(k, n) ∈ CL×1

are

x(k, n) =


x1(k, n)
x2(k, n)

...
xM (k, n)

 , y(k, n) =


y1(k, n)
y2(k, n)

...
yL(k, n)

 .
(1)

The parametric processing employs the short-time estimates
of the covariance matrices of the frequency-band signals. For
stationary signals, the covariance matrices are defined by

Cx = E
[
x(k, n)xH(k, n)

]
Cy = E

[
y(k, n)yH(k, n)

]
,

(2)

where Cx ∈ CM×M , Cy ∈ CL×L, and E [·] is an expectation
operator. In a practical implementation, the covariance matri-
ces are considered in finite time frames assumed appropriate
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed parametric spatial sound reproduction system. A noise-robust beamformer frequency-band signal (Wsx) is processed
to have the spatial energy distribution and the inter-channel dependencies according to the spatially more selective analysis beamformer frequency-band signal
(Wax). The processing can be appended with techniques accounting for the microphone noise at the analysis stage. The regularized least-squares mixing
technique is summarized in Section III-C.

in a perceptual sense, typically in the range of tens of
milliseconds, and estimated using an average operator over
the frame.

For the microphone array, the steering vector for azimuthal
angle φ ∈ [0, 2π) is denoted as a(φ, k) ∈ C(M×1). Assuming
R data points in which the steering vector a(φr, k) for r =
1, . . . , R is known, the matrix of all steering vectors A(k) ∈
CM×R is defined by

A(k) =
[
a(φ1, k) a(φ2, k) . . . a(φR, k)

]
. (3)

A beamforming weight matrix for a frequency-band sig-
nal from the microphones to all loudspeakers is denoted
as W(k) ∈ CL×M . The beamformer output is given by
yW(k, n) = W(k)x(k, n). The present study utilizes two
beamforming designs: the analysis and synthesis designs,
which when necessary to be differentiated are identified by
their subscripts as Wa(k) and Ws(k), respectively.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

The overall block diagram of the proposed method is
shown in Fig. 2. The processing involves parametric analysis
and synthesis of the spatial sound. At the analysis stage,
the perceptually relevant target stochastic properties for the
loudspeaker frequency-band signals are estimated. At the
synthesis stage, a regularized least-squares mixing technique
is employed to produce from the microphone frequency-band
signals a set of loudspeaker frequency-band signals with the
target stochastic properties. The required processing blocks are
detailed in the following sections.

A. Estimation of the target loudspeaker energies and interde-
pendencies in the frequency bands

The spatial parametric analysis in the proposed method
is designed based on the principles of vector-base ampli-
tude panning (VBAP) [22]. VBAP divides the 3-D setup

of loudspeaker positions into triangles covering a sphere,
or a 2-D setup of loudspeakers into pairs covering a ring.
To determine the panning gains for a phantom source in a
particular direction, VBAP first selects the pair or the triplet of
loudspeakers where the phantom source resides and obtains the
gains by formulating a weighted sum of unit vectors pointing
towards the loudspeakers involved. VBAP is a widely applied
technique for 3-D phantom source positioning, for example,
as part of the MPEG-H audio standard [23] and DirAC [14].

In the proposed method, VBAP is applied as a design
principle for the beam patterns with respect to the target
loudspeaker setup, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Assuming such a
set of idealized beam patterns, a plane wave or a group of
plane waves arriving at the microphone array are reproduced
at the receiver end at their directions-of-arrival as amplitude
panned point sources. This reproduction principle extends to
complex sound fields, such as those including prominent early
reflections, since the phase relations of the reproduced point
sources are preserved. Furthermore, the reproduction principle
covers also diffuse sound fields, such as reverberation, since
a typical expression for a diffuse sound field is a combination
of an infinite set of plane waves [24].

The set of analysis beam-pattern weights Wa(k) that ap-
proximate the amplitude panning function are designed with
conventional least-squares optimization [25]. Let us define a
frequency-independent gain vector t(φr) ∈ RL×1 determining
the VBAP gains for all loudspeakers corresponding to the
angle φr, determined for the R angular points in which
the steering vectors in A(k) in (3) are known. The matrix
containing the gain vectors for all loudspeakers is

T =
[
t(φ1) t(φ2) . . . t(φR)

]
, (4)

where T ∈ RL×R. The analysis weight matrix Wa(k) is
designed to realize the VBAP function when applied to the
steering vectors, i.e., Wa(k)A(k) = T. The unconstrained
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Fig. 3. Example of a loudspeaker setup and its corresponding VBAP panning
functions, indicated by the different colors, with their maximum value at the
position of the loudspeaker. Assuming such beam patterns for obtaining the
signals for the loudspeakers, a plane wave that arrives to the array from the
illustrated angle is reproduced with two loudspeaker with gains g(1) and g(2),
which are the panning gains for the corresponding direction. Such gain values
form the entries of the matrix T in (4).

solution is thus

Wa(k) = TA+(k), (5)

where A+(k) denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of
matrix A(k). This design of Wa(k) leads to large beam-
forming weights, especially for compact microphone arrays.
Thus, if applied directly to the microphone array frequency-
band signals, the microphone noise is amplified to an extent
of being clearly audible. For brevity of notation, the frequency
and time indices (k, n) are omitted in the following.

In the proposed technique, the weight matrix Wa is not
applied directly, but as part of the target parameter estimation.
The covariance matrix of the beamformer output (Wax) is
Ca = WaCxW

H
a . Through energy normalization, we define

the target covariance matrix for the loudspeaker signals as

Cy =
Caeo
tr(Ca)

, (6)

where tr(·) is the matrix trace and eo is the estimated omnidi-
rectional energy at the time-frequency-estimation interval. The
matrix Ca in (6) determines the spatial energy distribution and
the inter-channel dependencies, and the factor eo determines
the overall energy. The parameter eo can be estimated, for
example, by using an additional omnidirectional microphone
capsule, an omnidirectional beamformer, or by formulating a
weighted sum of the energies of the microphones in the array.
The lattermost approach was applied in the test implementa-
tion of the present study.

Alternatively, if the microphone noise covariance matrix
Cn ∈ C(M×M) is known, the target covariance matrix can
be also estimated by Cy = Wa(Cx − Cn)W

H
a . Assuming

orthogonality between the desired signal and the noise, the
noise estimation can be performed, for example, by using the
minimum statistics approach [26] or minima tracking with
recursive averaging [27]. The effect of the noise is partially
taken into account in (6) by the energy normalization, although
at low signal energies the noise contributes to the spatial spread
of the reproduced sound energy. However, such low signal
level effects were observed to have only a minor impact in
practice, and the formula in (6) was applied for the evaluations
in the present study.

B. Robust beam-pattern design to provide a source signal for
the spatial parametric synthesis

The loudspeaker signals with the target covariance matrix
determined in (6) are synthesized by applying parametric
processing to signals that are characterized by a higher SNR
than provided by the weight matrix Wa. For this purpose,
a set of regularized beam-pattern weights Ws are designed.
The regularization leads to lower spatial selectivity especially
at low frequencies. Thus, if applied directly, these weights are
not well suited for the overall spatial sound reproduction due
to the excessive inter-channel coherence.

The design of the weights Ws is based on conventional
constrained beam-pattern design [28], [29]. Such constraint
can be, for example, the white-noise constraint [30] or the
introduction of a regularization parameter as in [31]. In the
present study, the weights are calculated for each frequency
band using

Ws =T[AHA+ βI]−1AH , (7)

where I is the identity matrix and β is a frequency-dependent
regularization parameter, formulated utilizing the singular
value decomposition (SVD) of matrix A [32], [33]. It is given
by

β = β0σ, (8)

where β0 ∈ R is a constant and σ ∈ R is the largest singular
value of A [34]. In a practical application, the constant β0
is tuned according to the specifications of the microphone
array; the higher the value, the less the microphone self-noise
is amplified, however, with the compromise of wider beam
patterns. In the test configuration of the present study, the
value β0 = 0.1 was used.

C. Processing the synthesis signals (Wsx) to obtain the target
covariance matrix Cy

The analysis beam-pattern signals (Wax) are characterized
by a high spatial selectivity and a low SNR, while the synthesis
beam-pattern signals (Wsx) are characterized by a high SNR
and a lower spatial selectivity. The goal of the parametric
processing is thus to combine, in a perceptual sense, the noise-
robust signal quality of the signals (Wsx) with the high spatial
selectivity of the signals (Wax). This is realized by adaptive
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processing of the signal (Wsx) to obtain the target covariance
matrix Cy in (6).

The proposed method adopts the least-squares optimized
mixing and decorrelation technique proposed in [16]. In the
following, the notation of the technique is specified for the
present task. An input-output relation is assumed:

y = M(Wsx) +MrD[(Wsx)], (9)

where M ∈ CL×L is the primary mixing matrix that is solved
with the aim to produce the target covariance matrix Cy for
the output signal y that, however, is subject to regularization.
The operator D[·] denotes a set of decorrelating processes
that generate incoherent signals with respect to their inputs
and to each other. Ideally, the decorrelated signals should
be perceptually as similar as possible to the corresponding
input signals. Mr ∈ CL×L is a secondary mixing matrix
that is employed to process the decorrelated signal to obtain
a covariance matrix that is complementary with respect to
the effect of the regularization of M. In other words, Mr

is formulated such that the signal MrD[(Wsx)] obtains the
covariance matrix

Cr = Cy −M(WsCxW
H
s )MH , (10)

where Cr ∈ CL×L.
With the temporary assumption that the matrix Ks, defined

in the following, is full rank and that Mr = 0, the set of
mixing solutions generating the target covariance matrix Cy

for the output signal y is shown to be [16]

M = KyPK−1s , (11)

where Ks ∈ CL×L and Ky ∈ CL×L are matrices with the
properties KsK

H
s = (WsCxW

H
s ) and KyK

H
y = Cy, e.g.,

as the result of the Cholesky decomposition, and P ∈ CL×L

is any unitary matrix. An optimized solution is found by
minimizing the square difference of the processed signal and
the energy-normalized input signal:

e = ‖y −G(Wsx)‖2 = ‖M(Wsx)−G(Wsx)‖2, (12)

where G ∈ RL×L is a non-negative diagonal matrix that
normalizes the energies of (Wsx) to those of y. This nor-
malization ensures that the error measure is weighted with the
channel energies. Following the steps further in [16], the error
in (12) is minimized when

P = VUH , (13)

where V and U are the unitary matrices from the singular
value decomposition (SVD) with the relation

USVH = KH
s GHKy. (14)

The inverse K−1s in (11), however, requires regularization to
avoid excessive amplification of the microphone noise or other
processing artifacts. A robust means to regularize the inverse
is to apply the SVD with the relation UsSsV

H
s = Ks, and

to regularize the inverse of the non-negative diagonal matrix
Ss to obtain a positive diagonal matrix S′s. Specifically, in the
present test implementation, the diagonal values of S′s were
set to be at least 0.2 of the maximum value of matrix Ss.

The regularized inverse is K′−1s = VsS
′−1
s UH

s . Matrix K′−1s

is applied in place of K−1s in (11) to obtain the regularized
mixing matrix M.

When the regularization is active, i.e., S′s 6= Ss, the required
residual covariance matrix Cr in (10) becomes non-zero.
The secondary mixing matrix Mr is solved with a proce-
dure equivalent to the one above, such that the decorrelated
signal MrD[(Wsx)] obtains Cr. When the primary and the
secondary signals are mixed as in (9) the sum signal has the
target covariance matrix Cy by definition.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed method was implemented in Matlab. The
hybrid QMF bank, discussed in Section II-A, was applied to
decompose the microphone signals into frequency bands. The
processing was performed independently for each frequency
band. In each band, the covariance matrix was estimated every
32 transform domain time indices, which, with the applied
sampling rate of 48 kHz, is approximately 43 milliseconds.
The analysis window was rectangular and spanned 64 time
indices. The rectangular analysis window was selected since
the covariance matrix estimation for the overlapping areas of
the consecutive frames of such a window can be re-used.

The mixing matrices M and Mr were linearly interpolated
between the frames such that a non-interpolated matrix was
applied at the middle of the analysis frame. The decorrelators
were pseudo-random delays in the frequency bands and the
channels, with a delay interval of 25–80 milliseconds in the
lowest frequency band, transitioning to 7–14 milliseconds
in the highest frequency band. Prior to the decorrelation,
the frequency-band signals were processed with a recursive
process to attenuate fast onsets. The onset pre-processing is
a necessary step to avoid impulsive signals, such as hand-
claps, to be processed with the decorrelators, while allowing
the more stationary signals to be processed, since the perceived
quality of transients is not well preserved with the typical
decorrelating processes [35], [36].

The software was also equipped with the functionality to
render the spatial sound according to the DirAC paradigm.
The integration is straightforward since the only fundamental
difference between the proposed method and DirAC is the
parametrization. A first-order horizontal spherical harmonic
encoding matrix WSH ∈ C3×M was designed for the applied
microphone array. The spherical harmonic covariance matrix
CSH ∈ C3×3 was formulated as CSH = WSHCxW

H
SH. As

shown in [37], the DirAC parameters describing the sound field
can be obtained from CSH, and the target covariance matrix
Cy can be built accordingly. Firstly, the estimated non-diffuse
part of the sound field energy is placed both on the diagonal
and the non-diagonal entries of the target covariance matrix,
i.e., coherently, according to the VBAP function. Secondly, the
estimated diffuse part of the sound field energy is added to the
diagonal of the target covariance matrix to obtain the spatial
incoherence. By selecting either the proposed or the DirAC
method to generate Cy based on Cx, the implementation was
thus capable to perform comparable processing employing to
both parametrizations.
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TABLE I
REPRODUCTION MODES UNDER TEST

Identifier Description

Ideal Idealized spatial capture patterns
Proposed (*) Processed sound using the proposed method
DirAC (*) Processed sound using the DirAC method

Analysis (*) Analysis beam pattern signals (Wax)

Synthesis (*) Synthesis beam pattern signals (Wsx)

(*) applied in the simulations

V. EXPERIMENTS

A set of experiments was conducted in a controlled simu-
lated environment to evaluate the effect of varying sound-field
conditions on the reproduced sound. The first part involved
simulations of the spatial energy reproduction properties of the
compared techniques, and the second part involved perceptual
evaluation through listening tests.

A. Simulated microphone array

The simulated microphone array consisted of 8 microphones
mounted symmetrically on a rigid sphere having a diameter
of 4 cm. Free field microphone impulse responses, forming the
steering vectors, were generated using a spherical microphone
array simulator [38] with the length of the impulse response
set to 2048 samples. The impulse responses were simulated
on the horizontal plane for virtual sound sources at every 5◦ at
a distance of 2m from the microphone array. These responses
were employed for the design of the weight matrices Wa and
Ws, as described in Section III.

A horizontal reproduction setup with loudspeakers at az-
imuthal angles of 0◦, ±45◦, and ±110◦ was assumed. The
beam patterns according to the designed matrices Wa and Ws

are shown in Fig. 4 for the frequencies 214, 602, 1206, 4307
and 6718Hz. The directional characteristics of the analysis
beam patterns are shown to vary less across the frequencies,
and they commence deforming near the spatial aliasing fre-
quency of the microphone array. The noise-robust patterns are
wider at low frequencies, and they match the analysis beam
patterns for frequencies above 1 kHz.

B. Reproduction modes

The reproduction modes under test are listed in Table I.
In the simulations, all reproduction modes were processed
from the simulated 8-channel microphone recording: the
proposed and the DirAC modes were processed with
the prototype implementation described in Section IV. The
analysis and the synthesis modes were linear repro-
ductions using the designed weight matrices Wa and Ws,
which were the same as those used in the parametric analysis
and processing as a part of the proposed method.

In the listening test, an additional ideal mode was in-
cluded as the high quality reference. The loudspeaker signals
for this mode were generated directly based on the simulated
sound scenes, thus bypassing the microphone array. The point
sources were reproduced using the loudspeakers in the cor-
responding directions, and the diffuse sounds were virtually

recorded assuming the idealized, noise-free beam patterns
according to the VBAP function.

C. Simulations: Spatial energy distribution

A set of simulations assuming varying characterizing sound-
field conditions were generated to compare the reproduction
modes in terms of the spatial energy distribution. These
include a case with a source in the direction of a loudspeaker,
a case with a source between the loudspeakers, a case with
two simultaneous incoherent sources with the same magnitude
spectrum, and a case with only a diffuse sound field. As shown
in Fig. 5, the DirAC model performs particularly well if the
model matches the sound field; however, the bias is large
with two sources. The proposed method replicates the spatial
energy distribution of the analysis patterns, which is more
consistent regardless of the sound-field type. The synthesis
patterns spread the sound energy at low frequencies due to
their regularized design.

D. Listening test

In the listening test, the techniques were evaluated with
respect to the ideal mode in terms of the perceived quality
of
• the overall spatial sound reproduction and
• the single channel reproduction.
The test was conducted in a listening room according to

the specification in ITU-R BS1116-1 [39], using five Genelec
8260A loudspeakers at the azimuths specified in Section V-A.
In total, 13 subjects participated in the test, all of whom
researchers in the field of audio, and not authors of the present
study.

1) Reference sound scenes: Three types of horizontal sound
scenes were simulated. The first contained a single talker at
−45◦; the second contained two simultaneous talkers at −45◦
and 110◦; and the third contained a single talker at −45◦
and the same signal delayed by 33 milliseconds at 110◦. The
delayed case is an example of a sound field with a particularly
prominent early reflection. Each of the three sound scenes
were simulated assuming both a free-field condition as well
as a condition with horizontal diffuse reverberation.

The room effect was simulated independently, and not using
the array simulator [38], to be able to produce also the
ideal reproduction mode that is not subject to any of the
impairments discussed in this paper. The diffuse reverberation
response was simulated using 72 incoherent Gaussian noise
sequences with exponentially decaying envelopes in the fre-
quency bands. At 1 kHz, the assumed reverberation time was
approximately 0.6 seconds, and the direct-to-reverb energy
ratio was approximately 6 dB. The diffuse room effect was
synthesized by convolving these responses with the source
signals and with the set of 72 simulated microphone array
impulse responses. The direct response of the source signals
to the microphones was simulated by convolving the source
signals with the impulse responses corresponding to their
directions. The microphone signals were subject to added
white Gaussian noise with a mean SNR of 45 dB.
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Fig. 4. Directional characteristics of the spatially selective analysis beamformers (top box) and the noise-robust synthesis beamformers (bottom box) for a
set of frequencies. The three-dimensional plots are shifted from the origin for visualization purposes.

The designed item set is one that characterizes a range of
acoustic conditions. The single source and the fully diffuse
reverberation provides a sound field that matches the DirAC
parameter model. On the other hand, the prominent early
reflection is a characterizing condition violating the model.
The results using this test set thus illustrate the range of the
variation in the perceived quality of reproduction of the tech-
niques. The performance on practical sound-field conditions
depends on the prominence of these features, i.e., the early
reflections and the spectral overlap of the concurrent sources.

2) Subjective evaluation: The reproduction modes were
evaluated in two sessions using a multiple-stimulus test using
the ideal reproduction as the high quality reference. In the
first session, the overall similarity of the reproduction modes
with respect to the reference was evaluated when all channels
were active. In the second session, only one selected channel
was reproduced in the front, while the other channels were

not reproduced. In the free-field conditions, the reproduced
channel was the −45◦ channel that always contained a source
signal. In the reverberant conditions, the ±45 channels were
both tested, where the loudspeaker at +45◦ ideally reproduced
only reverberation. The +45◦ case was not included in the
free-field condition since in these conditions the reference did
not contain any signal energy.

In both tests, all items were equalized with respect to
the reference to allow a fair comparison, since the proposed
method inherently has processes to ensure the appropriate
spectrum. Without the equalization, especially the spectrum
of the synthesis mode was clearly impaired due to the
broad beam patterns at the low frequencies. The equalization
was performed using the same hybrid QMF bank as employed
in the test implementation. Each frequency band of the repro-
duction modes was normalized with a single gain factor for
all loudspeaker channels such that the mean of the frequency-
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the spatial energy distribution of the tested reproduction modes for two different frequencies. Four sound-field scenarios are shown: a
single sound source at the position of a loudspeaker, a single source between the loudspeakers, two incoherent simultaneous sources with an equal magnitude
spectrum, and a diffuse sound field. The vector length corresponds to the reproduced amplitude. The square sum of the vector lengths, i.e., the total energy,
is normalized to a constant in each case.

band energy matched that of the reference signal.
In all tests the ideal mode was included also as a hidden

reference. The listeners used sliders without labels, ranging
from 0 to 100, in a graphical user interface to express the
similarity of the reproduction modes with respect to the
reference. The top score (100 points) was denoted to mean
that the item is not differentiable from the reference, while
the lower scores denoted an increasing difference. The subjects
were instructed to apply the scale broadly. The orders of the
sessions, the sound scenes, and the reproduction modes were
randomized for each listener.

3) Results: The resulting data of both sessions was
analyzed with the repeated measures analysis of vari-
ance (RM-ANOVA) with factors reproduction_mode,
sound_scene, and variant. The factor sound_scene
meant the sound scene was with a single source, two sources,
or the source with the delayed reflection, and factor variant
meant the variant within the single sound scene, i.e., inclusion
of reverberation and/or selection of the single channel to be
reproduced. The data from all listeners were included in the
analysis.

In the surround test, Mauchly’s test revealed that
the assumption of sphericity was violated with factor
reproduction_mode and with all interactions involv-
ing reproduction_mode. In each the Greenhouse-
Geisser correction was applied (ε < 0.6). As shown
in Table II, significant effects were found with fac-
tors reproduction_mode, sound_scene, and with
interactions reproduction_mode*sound_scene and
sound_scene*variant. The means and the 95% con-
fidence intervals of the means are shown in Fig. 6 (top).

TABLE II
RM-ANOVA RESULT FROM THE SURROUND TEST.

Factor F p

R F (2.096, 25.152) = 48.96 .000 (*)
S F (2, 24) = 6.875 .004
V F (1, 12) = 0.030 .866

R*S F (3.743, 44.916) = 21.151 .000 (*)
R*V F (2.250, 26.998) = 0.290 .775 (*)
S*V F (2, 24) = 3.443 .048

R*V*S F (3.548, 42.575)=1.252 .304 (*)

R = reproduction_mode, S = sound_scene, V = variant

(*) Greenhouse-Geisser correction applied

With the combined results, the means of the parametric
reproduction modes proposed and DirAC did not differ
from each other significantly, neither did the means of the
linear modes analysis and synthesis. All other pairs
of means differed significantly from each other.

In the single channel test, Mauchly’s test revealed that
the assumption of sphericity was violated with the in-
teraction reproduction_mode*sound_scene and the
Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied (ε = 0.486). As
shown in Table III, significant effects were found with all
factors except variant, and with all interactions. The means
and the 95% confidence intervals of the means are shown
in Fig. 6 (bottom). With the combined results, the means
of the proposed and synthesis modes did not differ
significantly, neither did the means of DirAC and analysis.
All other pairs of means differed significantly from each other.
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Fig. 6. Means and 95% confidence intervals of the surround test (top) and the single channel test (bottom). The proposed method excels in both categories.
The perceived quality of DirAC depends on how well the sound field fits to the applied model.

TABLE III
RM-ANOVA RESULT FROM THE SINGLE CHANNEL TEST.

Factor F p

R F (4, 48) = 49.697 .000
S F (2, 24) = 44.612 .000
V F (2, 24) = 0.111 .895

R*S F (3.890, 46, 686) = 17.804 .000 (*)
R*V F (8, 96) = 4.407 .000
S*V F (4, 48) = 18.553 .000

R*V*S F (16, 192) = 8.540 .000

R = reproduction_mode, S = sound_scene, V = variant

(*) Greenhouse-Geisser correction applied

4) Discussion: The listening test results showed that the
proposed method provides on average the high overall quality
similar to DirAC, which is a prior key technique in the field
of parametric perceptual spatial sound reproduction. On the
other hand, the proposed method provided also the high single
channel quality similar to the linear technique synthesis
that is not subject to the excessive microphone noise am-
plification. Combining these two perceptual features was a
result in accordance with the design goal of the proposed
method. Although DirAC can provide a particularly high sound
quality when the sound scene fits to the applied direct-diffuse
model, the more generally applicable model as applied in
the proposed method can be considered desirable due to its
robustness to various conditions, and especially when the
individual channels can be monitored independently.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A parametric method for reproducing spatial sound from
a microphone array was proposed. The method is charac-
terized by the estimation of the perceptually relevant spatial
parameters directly in the domain of the target loudspeaker
signals. An intermediate sound field model is not applied,

and thus the potential single-channel artifacts due to the
related parameter estimation errors are circumvented. The
proposed method employs regularized least-squares mixing
and decorrelation to process a set of signals from broader
and less noisy beamformers to have in frequency bands the
short-time stochastic characteristics similar to those of a set
of signals from spatially more selective but noisy analysis
beamformers. These analysis beamformers are a result of
approximating idealized capture patterns with respect to the
target loudspeaker setup. Subjective evaluation showed that the
proposed method retains on average the high overall perceived
quality of reproduction of DirAC, which is a key technique in
the field of parametric spatial sound reproduction, while at the
same time resolving the shortcomings related to the perceived
quality of the individual channels.

A benefit of DirAC, however, is that it offers straightfor-
ward interchangeability to any loudspeaker setup, while the
proposed method requires beam patterns to be independently
designed for each target loudspeaker configuration. Addressing
this aspect is a subject of future research by incorporating
approaches such as the higher order ambisonics (HOA) de-
coding framework as part of the design of the analysis and
the synthesis beam patterns.

The set of samples utilized in the listening test is provided at
research.spa.aalto.fi/projects/mssr/soundExamples/index.html.
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